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No competition without PIKEUR! This year‘s show 
season is characterised by breathable tech jersey 
functional fabric, paired with noble style elements 
such as rhinestones applications, high quality 
prints and decorative jewellery buttons. The colour 
selection covers both classic shades and fashionable 
seasonal colours.

SHOP HERE

COMPETITION
COLLECTION
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521300 PIKEUR ZIP SHIRT

3
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Special attention is given to the PIKEUR Tailcoat 
with exchangeable coat points and pocket square. 
The highlight piece combines modern fashion with 
functional needs: in addition to the high-quality style 
elements, the coat is sweat-absorbent and breathable 
thanks to mesh in the side section and under the arm. 
The firm fabric construction offers a secure fit.

COMPETITION
MUST HAVE

154800 PIKEUR LILIANE



76

529000 PIKEUR BLOUSE

152100 PIKEUR COMPETITION JACKET

MATCHING
HIGHLIGHTS
The shirts in the Competition Collection are also 
characterised by lightweight, functional fabrics and 
are available in a variety of shapes and cuts.
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152300 PIKEUR COMPETITION JACKET

157430 PIKEUR LUIS CHECK PATTERN
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REATHABLE
       TECH-JERSEY
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Every season an absolute highlight: the PIKEUR 
Selection collection. Selection stands for stylish, 
close-fitting cuts with noble fabrics and unique 
details. The main colors of the collection are deep 
grey, black, pastel blue and pale mauve. As special 
style element, rhinestones applications characterize 
this season.

SHOP HERE

SELECTION
COLLECTION

02

504501 PIKEUR TECH FLEECE JACKET
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IT‘S ABOUT
THE DETAIL
On warm summer days, stretchy, quick-drying 
tops and shirts are the perfect training companion. 
Despite the high level of functionality, extravagant 
eye-catchers are not left out.

146106 PIKEUR VALLY

521400 PIKEUR TOP
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Let‘s colour the summer in pastel! With the two 
collection colours pastel blue and pale mauve, soft 
trend tones are taking over the summer wardrobes 
of female riders in a flash - just like the big catwalks. 

THE ART
OF RIDING

521000 PIKEUR ZIP SHIRT

531000 PIKEUR COMPETITION SHIRT521500 PIKEUR SWEATER
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501601 PIKEUR QUILT JACKET

144908 PIKEUR BREECHES MC
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GHTWEIGH
T            DESIGN
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The PIKEUR Sportswear collection combines 
functional styles with casual, sporty cuts. In addition 
to classic shades such as dark olive, soft greige and 
night blue, this year‘s spring/summer season is 
characterised by strong fresh pink and burnt orange. 
The wide range of lightweight, partly water- and 
wind-repellent styles offers high wearing comfort for 
leisure and competitive athletes, on or off the course.

SHOP HERE

SPORTS
COLLECTION

03

500501 PIKEUR QUILT WAISTCOAT
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STYLE
MEETS FUNCTION
A particular highlight of the collection is the water and 
wind-repellent hybrid jacket with detachable hood. In 
addition to high functionality, it impresses with 100% 
recycled Comforttemp® Fibreball filling.

504301 PIKEUR HYBRID JACKET

503401 PIKEUR MESHNEOPREN JACKET
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503801 PIKEUR SUMMER FLEECE JACKET143908 PIKEUR NEW CANDELA MC

   
   

  S
UMMER                 FLEECE
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523300 PIKEUR T-SHIRT

502001 PIKEUR RAINCOAT
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MEN‘S
STYLES

504400 PIKEUR HYBRID JACKET500700 PIKEUR QUILT WAISTCOAT
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PIKEUR Athleisure stands for clean, confident styles 
that meet the functional demands of modern show 
jumpers in particular. Laser cuts close to the body 
and breathable perforations characterise the new 
collection and support strong performance in the 
saddle. Trend colours such as soft jade and strong 
lime create special highlights.

SHOP HERE

ATHLEISURE
COLLECTION

04

504001 PIKEUR TECH FLEECE JACKET
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OUTFIT
CHECK

501801 PIKEUR RAINJACKET 1  582500 PIKEUR SNEAKER
2  146905 PIKEUR BREECHES FULLGRIP

   
   

   
VEGAN                  LEATHER
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Perforated fabrics are a special style and functional 
element of the spring/ summer collection. Riders benefit 
in particular from high breathability, moisture-wicking 
properties and comfortable temperature regulation. 
In addition to the technological advantages, the laser 
perforation gives the shapes style and individuality.

PERFORM
IN PERFORATION

145905 PIKEUR ROMY SD

504701 PIKEUR SOFTSHELL JACKET
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KID‘S
STYLES
The combination of trendy colours and fashionable eye-catchers, 
paired with the highest demands on the sporty functionality of 
the clothing, also allows young riders to enjoy this year‘s spring 
and summer in the stables. A special highlight is the children’s 
breeches with screen-print patch for the first time.

521900 PIKEUR OVERSIZED SHIRT

1  528100 PIKEUR HOODY
2  521100 PIKEUR RIP SHIRT
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